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colleQe life, 6b
Sock & Buskin and SGA
presented cult·classtc
Rocky Horror Picture Show
on Halloween.
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Usually when talking about prb
the service in question is a telephoDe ~
or penoaal p!Syclliatrist. .AQd while boda
relieve Yout stresses, they might DOt be
cessfa1 as dae doU.•.a-mlDute dt.t now
at the wellnels ~ .. ma•,.er
Students ~ dt'Qp in on Tbu.ndap
11 a.m. and 3 p.m. for $1 per~ . . .,....
!JaBes by licensed ~e tbeir.,p!litl.!

0111•--

Amelia Dodd. wellness coordinator ad lectu,_, e.ald tbe offer comes at tbe behest o f studeal requests.
"We had people who ~d an interqt in ta.vlng massage available, and plus we tbOUght lt

would be nice for the students." D9dcl ~
Table massage, includiJli Sw~- Ulsue and hot stone .tna$Sages, were o~ til
the past, Dodd said. ADd thQugh tboM .._.
wlU still be on the menu for a bit more cub.
Dodd said the chair massage. aeciilllcl Weal tot
the wellness center's usual clleatele.
"'I thought the chair JDa.SJIBe llro.d4:l•1••
~ the students would be IIWH'tt!l*.
laid. " You stay fully clothed
e~atuel'~
Usa O'Bryan is one of three

Data from the U.S. Census Bureau indi- :
cates a college degree could put more :
money in graduates' pockets than ever - :
about $23,000 more a year than those with ;
high school diplomas.
:
College graduates made an average of:
$51,560 in 2004, compared to $28,650 :
earned by adults with high school diplo- :
mas. Those with advanced college degrees
averaged $78,100.
The differences in salary based on the
amount of education a person has obtained
are evident in most work places.
Jan Pigg, personnel specialist with the
' Calloway County Schools Board of Educa- ·
tion, said the school system hires employees for various positions, all paid differently based on the type of degree they have.
Full-time employees without a degree
and no prior experience in the specific field
of employment start at .$8.61 per hour, Pigg
said.
Employees who are teaching certified in
Kentucky with a degree and no experience
start with a $30,438 salary per year, Pigg
said. The type of degree and the number of
years the employee bas taught determine
the remainder of the salary.
A new employee with an associate
degree will receive the base .salary with an
additional 28 cents per hour. A bachelor's
degree will earn an additional 46 cents.
More education results in more money,
Pigg said. It is not possible for someone
without a degree to earn more than someone with a degree based on this specific
pay schedule.
Graduating students are discovering
their degrees allow them to find higher
paying jobs sooner.
Tim Stolt, senior from Franklin, Ky.,
already has a job lined up after graduation
with a financial company in Louisville, Ky.,
that will earn him $30,000 a year plus com·
mission.
Stolt said the job was available because
his education fit the position.
'1f I did oot earn a degree that was
appropriate for the fmance position I am
taking, I would not have this job," Stolt
said.
Graduates obtain positions that are not
available to those Who did not continue
their education because they have a degree.
'The difference in salary between those
that have a degree and those that don't will
continue to widen because employers want
people who are specialized in a field," Stolt
said. 'The higher your education goes. the
more specialized you will become in that
field which makes you a more valuable
employee."

Ashley Edwards can be reached at
ashleybedwards@murraystate.edu.

BOARD OF REGENTS

Emily Wuchner
news editor

Judge confirms legality of Taylor's appointment
After months of debate, a circuit court judge ruled Oct. 26 the
appointment of Judge Jeff Taylor
to the Board of Regents was legitimate.
After the term of former Board
chairman Don Sparks was com·
plete, the Council on Postsecondary Education nominated
three candidates to take Sparks'
place. Gov. Ernie Fletcher dismissed the set of names and
requested a new list. Fletcher
then rejected those names and
requested a third list.
Meanwhile, the first set of candidates, Kenneth Galloway,
Sharon Green and Kenneth Shadowen. fLied suit against Fletcher

-

and the Board of Regents for fail·
ing to appoint one of them. The
candidates said Fletcher broke
Kentucky
Revisde
Statute
164.005. which states the committee "shall be responsible for submitting three nominations from
which the governor shall select."
However, KRS 12.070 states
"Where appointments to administrative boards and commissions
are made from lists submitted to
him, the governor may reject the
list and require the other lists be
submitted,"
Fletcher selected Jeff Taylor,
who was part of the third list of
candidates.
The Board of Regents canceled

Meeting notes- Oct. 27

)he Board of Reqents met Oct. 27 with new faces
its f1rst meeting, scheduled for
and new plans for tbe upcoml119 year,
Sept. 29, because members were
The Board approved the demolition of the old
unsure of the legitimacy of the
Boy Scout Museum. the renovation of Woods Hall
appointment. The meeting was
and tt1e construction of a parklnQ lot.
rescheduled for Oct. 27.
They also approved the construction of an elecCircuit Court Judge Tom
trical oeneration plant, the construction of a new
Wingate heard arguments to conPublic Safety facUlty and the replacement of artifi·
sider whether one of the f1rst '
cial turf at Roy Stewart Stadium.
three candidates should be named
On the recommendation of interim president Tim
to the Regents position instead of
M
iller,
the Board approved tenure for president·
Taylor.
elect
Randy
Dunn.
One day before the rescheduled
DuM, wt1o was present at the meetiOCJ, was
meeting, Wingate ruled the
awarded tentre in1995 at Southern Illinois UnfVer·
appointment of Taylor was
acceptable and granted the
slty, where he tauoht education.
motion to dismiss the case.
"He's his own man and he's QOIRQ to do the.riqht
According to court documents,
lhlnos for Murray State; Miller sald.

seeiREm. 3A
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Thursday, Oct. 26
12:14 a.m. A caller from Hart
College reported subjects on the
second floor balcony smoking.
The front desk was advised.
7:16p.m. A caller from Winslow
Dining Hall reported the garbage
disposal was clogged. Central
Plant was advised.
U:40 p.m. An officer at Regents
College advised a minor was in
possession of alcohol. The resi·
dence director was advised and
the incident would be addressed
of by the Housing office.

Construction workers continue to make prooress on the new Clark Colleoe. Walls are beQinnlno to
90 up and University officials said the project should bedone InJuly.

Expo center hosts rodeo
event for college students

RecycUng drop-off dates
scheduled for Saturday

The 31st Murray State College Rodeo
will be Nov. 16 -18 at the Expo Center.
About 250 contestants from 16 colleges
in the Southeast will compete in a variety
of categories. including calf roping, steer
wrestling, barrel racing and bull riding.
Other events include goat tying and team
roping.
Forty-five Murray State students will
compete in the events.
This rodeo is one in a ~cries of 10
rodeos to decide who will go to the college national fmals in Casper, Wyo., in
June.
The band Border Town will appear at
5:30 each night before the rodeo. The
rodeo begins at 7 p.m.
General admission is $8. Student admission is $5 and children under five are free.
For more information, call 809-3125.

The next recycling drop-off will be
from 8 a.m. to noon at the North Farm.
Items accepted are aluminum, plastics,
one and two cardboard and paper.
Saturday is also Make A Difference
Day. Items accepted will be eyeglasses,
plastic containers, inkjet printer cartridges, magazines, cell phones and used
moter oil. Items will be collected at from
9 a.m. to l p.m. at Roy Stewart Stadium.
For more information, contact Dean
Stutesman at 809-3813 concerning the Saturday drop off and Bill Wells at 759-1918
concerning Make A Difference Day.

Adventure van provides
presentations for students
The Army Adventure Van will be on
campus from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Thursday
outside the Curtis Center.
The exhibit is interactive and will
include video presentations, a simulator
of the AH64 Apache Helicopter, marksman training and instructions on driving a
tank..
For more information contact Gary
Byard at 731·644-9022.

Need Line accepting food
donations, appHcations
Organization willing to donate food
items for Christmas baskets should call
Need Line from 10 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
Need Line will also accept applications
for Christmas Food Baskets from 10 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Applicants must live in Murray or Calloway County and have proof of income.
Applicants must also bring proof of the
amount of Food Stamps needed by all
members of the household.
Need Line plans to prepare 550 food
baskets for families who would not otherwise be able to afford a traditional Christmas dinner.

Correction
In the Oct. 27 issue of the Murray State
News, the day for Ken Waldman's poetry
reading was incorrectly identified. The
reading was Thursday.

Emily Wuchner, news editor, compiles
Campus Briefly. Ifyou would like to submit
information for Campus Briefly, phone
809-4480.

12:0S p.m. A caller from the
Regional Special Events Center
reported a male subject using the
courtesy phone in the VIP lobby
multiple times. The subject was
calling for a ride.
8:07p.m. A caller from Facilities
Management reported a transformer appeared to be sparking.
Central Plant and the Murray
Fire Department were notified.
The issue was resolved by Central Plant. The state flre marshal
was notified. An officer took a
report.
8:53 p.m. Murray State Police
issued a citation to Sabir Mandil,
freshman from Murray for an
expired registration and failure
to maintain insurance.

Saturday, Oct. 28
U:Ol a.m. An officer at the new
Clark College site heard a noise
coming from the construction
site. Part of the fence had fallen.
The noise was possibly from the
third floor where equipment had
fallen over.
U:SS a.m. A caller from College
Courts reported a wall heater
was sparlcing. Central Plant and
the Murray Fire Depart ment
were notified. No fire or smoke
was present. The state fire marshal was notified. The Murray
fire department cleared the
scene. A work order was turned
in to repair the wall heater and
the power to the wall heater was
turned off. An officer took a
report.
6:48a.m. A caller from Hart College reported unwanted physical
contact between acquaintances.
An officer took a report.

The Frap Rouse ~
W(lr~

HtX:spo-t

1:26 a.m. An officer was advised
by a motorist at Hughes Street
about a fight in progress. The
Murray Police Department was
notified.
1:28 a.m. An officer at 15th Street
and Olive Boulevard was out
with several subjects in a parking
lot. The victim from the fight at
1:26 a.m. was located. The Murray Police Department was notified. The subject refused treat·
ment from Emergency Medical
Services.
8:54 a.m. A caller from the Biology 'Building reported a break-in
the basement lab. An officer took
a report for theft by unlawful taking more than $300. Central Plant
will resecure the door. An officer
took a report.
9:12p.m. A caller from Hart College computer lab requested an
officer. Subjects in the lab were
being very loud and disturbing
other people in the lab. The subjects were talking on cell phones.
The officers talked with the subjects and the caller was advised
to tell the supervisor.
10:15 p.m. The residence adviser at the front desk of Richmond
College reported students in
front of the college trying to set
leaves on fire. There was no fire
and no sign of any burned leaves
in the area. The officers talked
with the students. An officer took
a report.

Monday, Oct. 30
12:29 a.m. A caller from Franklin
College reported two individuals
wrapping a vehicle in caution
tape. An officer advised it was a
prank being played on the owner
of the vehicle. The owner was

Open Mic Night
Now booking performers and small acts.
Poetry, Oration, Acoustic Music Acts,
Performance Art, Comedy, Anything!

12:04 a.m. A caller from Hester
College reported a bird in the
lobby of the building. Central
Plant was contacted.
1&.3S a.m. A caller from Faculty
Hall reported a suspicious package left by an office door. An officer checked the package, which
seemed normal.
2:47 p.m. A caller from Regents
College r~ported unwanted sexual contact by an acquaintance. An
officer took a report.
ll:19 p.m. An officer at Richmond College reported a large
hole in the ceiling of one of the
hallways. Central Plant was
advised.
Motorist assists - 1
Racer escorts -7
Arrests- 0

Emily Wuchner. news editor, compiles Police Beat with materials
Public Safety provides. All dispatched calls are not listed.

The Clerk's office should be open
when people need it to be open, not
just open when it is convenient for the
Clerk. It is YOUR Clerk's office. When
you elect Linda Ave!}' as your Circuit
Clerk, she will expand her office
hours to accommodate your schedules.

RESTO'RE TRUST
The Clerk's office handles important documents. Linda A vel}' is
someone you can trust with your records.

ELIMINATE WASTE OF TAX DOLLARS
By operating a fiscally responsible office & putting "service" back
in public service, she will eliminate the waste of tax dollars.

Call us now to book your spot.
Come out foranight of intimate community entertainment.,,

l>on'+ be SCARE.l>! Be fure to Vifit
+he Murrav S+a+e Wewf On(ine

WWW.1HENE.WS.ORG

I
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EXPANDED OFFICE
HOURS

7....,._

Coming in November

Wednesday, Nov. 1

~

-Gift Cards Avai/able-

214 N. 15th St. • Murray
(270) 761-4200

6:21 p.m. The residence director
of Hester College reported marijuana in a resident's room. Murray State police issued a citation
to Trista E. Malawy, freshman
from 0' Fallon, Mo., for possession of marijuana and drug paraphernalia.
7:02 p.m. A caller from the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported putting a friend's parking decal in the wrong vehicle.
The caller locked the doors. The
vehicle was gone but the caller
left a note on the vehicle. An officer took a report.
9:48 p.m. A caller from Regents
College reported unwanted sexual contact by an acquaintance. An
officer took a report.

Vote For

• Speciality Drinks: Coffee, Tea
& Espresso
• Smoothies • Pastries
• Protein Shakes
• Sandwiches
Mon., TIIIL, & Wed.
n.un. & frL 7.......
s.t. 1G-.3o..3:30pal
Sundays NocJ&.5piD

contacted and no damage was
done to the vehicle. '
'
7:33 p.m. A caller from White
College requested an officer concerning an argument with a
roommate. An officer took a
report for assault and unlawful
imprisonment.
9:39p.m. The residence director
of Hester College requested an
officer to check on a report of
marijuana in a resident's room.
An officer talked with Housing
and took a report.

Tuesday, Oct. 31
Sunday, Oct. 29

Friday, Oct. 27
Jeff SlinkerfThe News

9:49 a.m. A caller at the roundabout reported a vehicle struck
the one-way sign and knocked it
down. An officer put out a traffic
cone to prevent further vehicle
damage. An officer took a report.
6:50p.m. A caller from Elizabeth
College reported rotten eggs in
the ventilation system. Central
Plant and the Murray Fire
Department were notified. The
smell was possible sewer gas in
the lobby. The Murray Fire
Department cleared the building.
An officer took a report.

www.averyforcircuitclerk.com
Paid for by Linda Avery for Circuit Clerk, Martha Norsworthy, Treasurer
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REGENTS

MEETING

From Pagel

From Pagel

"When the Committee submits lists of nominees to the
Governor, he or she has the
power to reject those lists.
However, any appointment
the Governor makes to university boards must come from a
list submitted to him or her by
the Committee.
"In this case, the Committee
and the Governor have done
just what the statutes, read
concurrently, require. Therefore, even if all the plaintiffs'
alleged facts could be proven
at trial, they would still be
without remedy as a matter of
law."
Taylor was sworn in before
the Board began committee
meetings Oct. 26. The Board of
Regents meeting began at 1:30.

Taylor said while it will take
time to learn the ropes, he
enjoyed the first meeting.
"I am very pleased about the
Governor's decision, and look
forward to working with the
other regents," Taylor said.
Taylor said some of the
issues the Board needs to
address in the future are
tuition, student growth and
continuing to improve education.
"That's where we're here
for, to make sure Murray State
provides the best education it
can," Taylor said. ·
Taylor was eiected as an
appellate judge in 2003.
Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner@
murraystate.edu.

While no date is set for Dunn's inauguration, the Regents are considering a date
in April. Peg Hayes and Tim Todd will
form a committee to plan the ceremony.
The Board approved the appointment
of faculty to new positions.
Some new appointments include Tim
Todd to interim dean of the college of
business and public affairs, Jim McCoy to
associate Provost, Matt Griffiin to head
football coach and Billy Kennedy to head
men's basketball coach.
Richard Fritz was appointed to director
of Food Services.
The Board also met for the fll'st time
with new Regents Gina Winchester and
Jeff Taylor.
Peg Hayes was elected vice chairwoman of the Board and Sandra Rogers
was elected secretary.
The Board accepted a gelding worth
$10,000 for the School of Agriculture.

3a

The Board met for the first time
with new Regents Gina Winchester
and Jeff Taylor.
T hey also accepted office furniture
donated by a former football player. The
furniture is worth about $11,157 and is for
the football office.
Jim Vaughan, associate vice president
for Enrollment Management, announced
the University has bad its 12th year of
record enrollment.
He said the areas of concern are fll'sttime freshman and freshman and sopho·
more retention.
Vaughan said surveys were sent to the
parents of students who were admitted to
Murray State but decided not to come.
The point of the survey was to find out
what influenced students' decisions not

to go to Murray State.
Gary Brockway. Provost, shared the
plan for new University studies requirements with the Board.
Brockway said the material must be
presented to the Academic Council
before it may be considered by the Board.
Brockway developed a committee of 25
members to develop the new requirements.
The new plan would require all students take a public speaking course. a cultural diversity course and an ethics
course.
More changes are also proposed to the
requirements.
The Board went into executive session
to discuss litigation concerning the University, but no report was made concern·
ing the matter.
Emily Wuchner can be reached at
emily. wuchner@murraystate.edu.
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Open 7 days a week
10:30 a.m. - 3 a.m.

NOVEMBER 2m

THE OCTOBER
NOVEMBER 16m

WALDO WEATHERS
AND THE Mix

UNIQUE MExiCAN FOOD • C AJUN S PECIALS
DEU S ANDWICHES • BBQ • S OUPS
B EST S ALADS
BURGERS

& FluES •

lN T OWN

GREAT D ESSERTS

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
LUNCH SPECIALS
NoN-SMOKING AvAILABLE
PRIVATE R OOMS FOR
M EETINGS/PARTIES

ANNUAL LAW SCHOOL FORUM!
WHAT: Deans/Directors of Admission from UK, UofL,
S.P. Chase, University of Memphis,
and Southern Illinois Law Schools
with advice on Law School preparation,
the application process & financial aid.

• Comprehensive
Exams for Glasses
& Contact Lenses
• Treatment of Eye
Infections
•Most Insurance
Accepted (Including:
Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. Medicare,
Medicaid, Spectera,
""o-r.-.0-ou-'giL..as--.W-.Payn
_ __,e VSP, Avests)

EYES &EYEWEAR
753-5507

In Olympic Plaza, Next to Los Portales, Murray

DIQR
'J.

RA L PH
RALPH LAUftEN

kate spade BURBERRY

Serengeti
Tommy Hllfiger
Tommy Bahama

"Qualrty Eyecare fOr d1c EntJrc Formly ..

WHEN: Tuesday, November 7 at 3:30 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
WHERE: Faculty Hall, Room 208
WHO: Open to ALL!
HOST: MSU Student Pre-Law Association

Give us apiece of your mind,
we'll give.you apiece of pizza or three.

Tell us what you love and hate about your campus newspaper
at The News' first Reader Dinner at 6 p.m. Monday.
Call809-4468 today to reserve your spot

600minutes
in any bed!
$50.00
......,._ you for your patronage!
M-Th 8 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Fri 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Sat 8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun 12 p.m. • 6 p.m.
Offer expires ll-30-06
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901 Coldwater Rd.
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what do you think•••
Should theUniversity be closed on Election Day?
''Yes. because it's important for us
to go vote."
lauren lanham • Owensboro. Ky.
sophomore

"Yes, so I would be more likely to focus
on election choices and make better
decisions that would positively
affect the community."
Brent Norsworthy • Murray
senior
"Yes. It would encourage students
to vote."
Stephanie Florence· Camden, Tenn.
senior

" No. You can always vote absentee."
Jesse Grisham • Paducah, Ky.
senior
Jeff SlinkerfThe News

tb~J!~
2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, Kentucky 42071·3301
E·mail: thenews~murraystate.edu
Fax: 809-3175

www.thenews.org

University sends. wrong message
by not observing Election Day
.

The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the
editorial board of The Murray State News. The editorial board is composed of all section editors.

The mudslinging and negative campaigning
between rival candidates during the months leading up to the approaching elections has become
cutthroat.
Whether Democrat or Republican, political committees and candidates have used a "go for the
jugular" tactic to persuade voters that their competitors do not deserve the seat for which they are
running.
Whether the commercials are about the Bob
Corker v. Harold Ford Senate race in Tennessee or
the Jim Talent v. Claire McCaskill Senate race in
Missouri, the messages are mixed - but the significance of this election is unmistakable.
Because this Election day is not observed as a
University holiday, Murray State is sending a message to its students that this election is not as
important as the presidential election, for which
the University was closed in 2004.
While we recognize the importance of choosing
a president, our votes to pick new representatives
and senators are also vitally important to our
regions and the nation.
Not only do these elected officials have the ability to make changes that will affect us locally, this
midterm election has been one of the mostwatched in history.
The balance of power could be primed to swing

the news editorial board
Elizabeth taweln
Editor in Chief • 809-6877
Emily Wuchner
News Editor · 809-4468
Rockelle Gray
Opinion Editor • 809·4468
casey Northcutt
College Life Editor • 809·4468

in many states and Congress as a whole.
Many elementary schools in the area will be
closed, which is ironic because its primary constituents aren't old enough to vote.
While it is important for the teachers and administrators at those schools to have time to vote, too,
isn't it also important to give the 10,000-plus students at this University a chance to voice our
opinions?
The University should recognize the importance
of every Election Day and how the results will
affect all of our lives, including the future of Murray State.
In our classes, we are taught by professors about
the political system's processes and how much
each vote can mean in an election.
Whatever your political identification, your vote
is important in this election and each student
should participate in the process.
And while students had the opportunity to vote
absentee, the collegiate a.ff'lnity for procrastination
likely extended to voting for many.
By Murray State choosing not to close its doors
Thesday, it is sending an unclear message to its
students.
During such a critical election, it seems the messages in the classroom contrast to those from the
administration.
Hopefully the value of a vote will outweigh the
guilt of skipping classes Thesday for those who
missed absentee deadlines.

Write to us
Tommy Dillard
Sports Editor · 809-4481
Brent Bauscher
Advertising Manager • 809·4478
Jonathan Burris
Photography Editor • 809·4468
Joe Hedges
Adviser • 809·2998

The Murray State News welcome$ commentaries and letters to the editor. Letters should be 300 words or
less. Contributors should Include phone numbers for verification. Please Include hometown. classification. title
or relationship to thl! University. Commentaries should be limited to 600 words. The Murray State News
reserves the riQhl to edit for style.len91h and content. All contributions should be turned in Wednesday of each
week via t-mall or thenews.oro.
The Murrey State News strives to bt tht University community'' source for infonnatlon. Ou1' qoatls to pre$eolthlt inlor·
mation In 1 ftlr tnd unbiased menner and provide a free and open forum for expression and debate.
rht Wurrav Stele News is a desi9flll.cl public forum. Student .ctitors have authority to maile all content decislons w11hout

1 ttiiSOfshlp or advance approval. The peper offtr1allfnds-onifamln9 environment f01 studenll interested in)our111llsm. The

campus press should bt free fro111 censomup and advance approval of copv and its editors shoUld develop thtsr .ct•torfllalld
1, ntWS policies
The MUrrty Stitt Ntws Is prepared IIICI edilld by~ and is 111 official publication of llurray Stitt UI!IVflslty. flit
first copy is free.Addftlonll cOpies"' avillablt for 25 cents It mYfllson 11111.
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•~what if~ Fake fans join fad after World Series
Rockclle Grny

In My
Opinion

•

Aperson
violated
your trust?
The Athletics Department had a memorable day Oct. 25. One of its coaches was
fired. Was this a long time coming?
Cheerleading coach
Shaun Jones was fired
and
the
Athletics
Department is being
hush-hush about the
event.
The cheerleaders
have been told not to
talk to the press, but
the problem has existed for a long time.
last year, my
younger sister cheered
for the Racers.
After a meeting with
one of the athletics staff members last
year over the same problem, there was no
resolution.
Finally, this year the depa.rtment took
the complaints from some of the cheerleaders and did something to improve the
situation.
Cheerleader MarTeze Hammonds was
named interim coach following Jones' termination.
Besides this former coach's repeated
comments to my sister last year, which
continued with the other girls this year, I
have two problems with the situation.
One, the athletics department did not
do something earlier to prevent this from
happening.
Two, the cheerleaders were not taken
seriously the first time.
Cheerleaders expect to be given a certain amount of male attention at games.
Because the girls are in a uniform that
can reveal their stomachs and most of
their legs, they understand that people
will look at them.
Yet, when the trust between a coach
and an athlete is violated in any way, it is
hard for an athlete to feel comfortable in
front of hundreds of people and not be
anxious that other people may see or say
the same things.
Being a journalist and being unable to
tell a story has been particularly hard ~
week because of the lack of cooperaudfl
by the athletics department to get to the
truth behind the firing.
Because no one will confirm the truth
on the record, I cannot say exactly why he
was fired, even though I have my speculations.
The reason I have a problem with the
athletics department is that even though I
know it has a program's reputation to protect, it should place an athlete's wellbeing fust.
I can say that I am very proud to say
that I have cheered for Caldwell County
High School for four years.
Our athletic director, Pat Gates, was
always there to hear our problems if we
needed him. If we needed help in any
way, be was our biggest supporter.
I am also proud I had, in the course of
my four years, four coaches who respected each member of the squad.
Coming from such a positive experience, it is disheartening to find out the
reality of other athletic departments.
To me, when athletes are told not to
talk to the press, it speaks louder than
what could be said.
It tells us there is something to hide. It's
like when sources refuse to go on record
or refuse to comment altogether.
For anyone to try to cover up what I
think would be grievances against athletes is very disconcerting to me.
These are students who get up early in
the morning for practice, go to class, fit in
at least three meals a day, study and then
perform in front of other students, staff,
faculty and alumni with a possibility of
receiviag criticism for their perfor- .
i
mances.
I respect all of the athletes who iu$gle •
this schedule and who excel in the class- 1
room.
I just feel the ones who should be the '
biggest cheerleaders for athletes are letting their athletes suffer for name's sake.
Some may say cheerleading is not a
sport and maybe that is why they are not
given the same support as other athletes.
As someone who has sprained both
ankles multiple times and slipped a disk
during gymnastics, I received the same
amount of injuries as other athletes.
Believe me, checrleading is a sport.
Maybe if everyone considered it a
sport, it would be taken more seriously.

Jim
Burch
Jim Burch is a
ju.nior creative
writing major from
Collinsville, nl.

game (ironically, they had less season
wins than any other World Series winner
in history). I sat down at my desk. got out
my books and my professor looked at me
and said, "Looks like someone's a Cardinals fan these days."
What the hell? Where did that come
from? The first picture ever taken of me
outside of the hospital shows me wrapped
up in a 1980s Cardinals baby blue away
jersey. Now, you can't find those things
any smaller than a size XXXL in "throwbackn style.
I was confused at the accusation of
being a bandwagon Cardinals fan because
I've worn Cards gear to class before and I
openly skipped class to go to the World
Series. Then I started to look around and
come to terms with what was happening.
Everyone had Cardinals hats on. I know
we have a lot of St. Louis fans here in
Murray, but I don't remember seeing this
many before last week. You know someone is a "new" Cardinals fan when the
only hat they own has the World Series
patch on the side.
As much as I hate the Boston Red Sox, I

feel sorry for the real fans that attended
Murray State in 2004. A select few could
actually say they were from or at least had
seen the state of Massachusetts.
Here they are, waiting the better part of
a century for the curse of Babe Ruth/Bill
Buckner to end. When it finally happens,
they can hardly celebrate in the sea of
phony Red Sox fans.
This isn't just about baseball. How
many people had New England Patriot
jerseys only a few years ago? Who didn't
own Chicago Bulls' jerseys in the 1990s?
People wear these things like they have
Abercrombie & Fitch stitched on the
front They're participating in a fad, not a
sport.
My advice to anyone thinking about
buying Cardinals hats who never had
them before, just get something else. I'd
rather be a true fan of the Kansas City
Royals than a bandwagon fan of the St.
louis Cardinals. I enjoy walking across
campus, seeing another Cardinals supporter cross my path and I can say to
them, "Go Cards." Not, "Go New Era
Sports Brand."

Y£AHl 'w'£. ARWT ~ERE. (AvSE
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Judicial board proceedings fair to accuser
I~sponse to Tyler Frank's article in
Oct» lss'¥t of The ~ay State News, I
agrle'1bat 'aurray
haS to 'put as its
chief lntc!rest the well being of 311 of its
students - the operative phrase being
"all."
Although the "not guilty" verdict in the
recent assault bearing is one a few students feel is unjust, they are masquerading their dislike of the verdict by attempting to bait and switch the public into
believing that the accuser in this case was
treated unfairly by the University. Frank
claims that he is laying out the "facts,"
when in truth, a number of them are simply false.
Fact: The Murray State sexual assault
policy clearly states that aU grievances
should be taken up with the Judicial
Board via the Student Affairs office. A
subsection reads that the Equal Opportunity office does not have jurisdiction over
student versus student situations. True.
Why? The Equal Opportunity office can't
possibly represent one student over
another and it be equal opportunity for
both. There is a presumption of innocence that is required, and the University
must abide by it.
Fact: Judicial Board hearing procedures
guarantee the right to an adviser, but
state that no one shall be represented by
an attorney unless there is a criminal case
pending in state or federal court.
True. The accused asked the police if
his case could be reconsidered, and they
said if there was further information
available from a judicial review that it
could be. .This gave him the right to the
advisement of an attorney in order to
protect his due process rights, as he was
the one facing sanctions.
The accuser can go in front of the
board and say anything she wants, with
no penalty. The board can only deliver a

'W:Ile

p

Rockelle Gray is the opinion editor for The
Murray State News.

I'm about to have a lot of twins on campus. They'll look like me, but I don't know
who they are or from where they come.
They'll claim to have similar interests but
I'm a little skeptical about that. They'll all
be wearing St. louis Cardinals apparel
Since Murray State is so close to St
louis (closer than any other professional
baseball team), I didn't think this was
going to be a problem, but I was about to
be set up for some serious disappointment.
I was lucky enough to be at game three
of the World Series Oct. 24 and then back
in St. louis over the weekend to riot with
the rest of the most dangerous city in
America after they clinched the championship. I fmally got to see the Cardinals
win a World Series.
When I came back to Murray, 1 thought
to myself, "What better way to show my
appreciation for the team I love than
wearing some Cards gear to class on Monday?"
I put on my Cardinals bat and Jim
Edmonds shirt and proudly walked to
class knowing my team was the best in the

Allcia
Reb stock
AUcia Rebstock is a

junior finance
major from Poplar
Bluff, Mo.

"not guilty" verdict, not a "The ace•
and found in contempt of court if she had
has evidently been untr!/ilul l'ftd ~t. She did the honorable thing and it
deserves to be freed- se
s pe!il- ; .-·pat her at risk. She is the only hero in this
ties for her transgre~sion" verdict.
story - and to call for her termination is
Dubious fact: The accuser requested to
reprehensible.
have legal counsel and was denied on the
Untruth: The accuser was lied to and
grounds that the defendant would not be
told that the accused had been moved out
represented by an attorney.
of the building when he had not. This was
Truth: This newspaper reported that
done in an attempt to persuade her not to
the accuser was given the opportunity to
press on-campus charges.
reschedule the hearing after receiving
Truth; The accused was moved out
notification of his attorney. She refused
within 48 hours of the accuser's request,
to postpone because she felt competent
and the accuser was informed of a "safe
room" to go to.
to represent herself. The Constitution in
the Sixth Amendment guarantees us the
This statement was made to deceive
right to act as our own counsel and she
others into thinking that the University is
violating a part of the Clery Act. Not only
chose to do so.
Dubious fact: The accuser in this trial
did the school conform to the Act, it more
requested copies of her statements and
than satisfied its Title r:x obligation.
records from the police and was denied
How did the University system fail this
student? She was counseled and given a
those records because it was an open
safe room, he was moved out, there was a
investigation, and then they failed to
inform her of the procedure for filing an
police investigation, she made a complaint to the school that was investigated,
open records request.
she was allowed to call a bearing and set
Truth: The accused asked for records
and was denied for the same reason and
the timetable, she was given the right to
was not informed of the open records
counsel and chose no, she made additionprocedure, either. However, he read it on
al charges at the hearing of which the
accused was not informed, and - even
wall notices posted at the police department and wrote to obtain the records folthough she received extra time and had
lowing the directions as given.
more resources available to her than the
Untruth: The accuser was assaulted in
accused - the review board could see
her own residential college.
from the evidence presented that a verTruth; So far, the police and the Judidict of "not guilty'' was warranted.
cial Board have demonstrated they don't
Now. she gains the right to appeal the
verdict after the deadline because of the
believe beyond a reasonable doubt or by
a preponderance of evidence that she was
attention of people who only know her
assaulted and/or raped. The accused and
selected set offacts?
his witnesses know that she wasn't.
Murray State hasn't failed this accuser.
Untruth: The accuser's resident advisJustice was served at the hearing that day,
er not only failed to fulfill her duties, she
but it remains to be seen if that true
actually agreed to testify for the accused.
moment of justice will be upheld.
Truth: The accuser's RA was a witness
Editor's note: A full version of this Jetter
to the facts. If this were a trial, the RA
would have been subpoenaed to appear
can be found at www.thencws.org.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Accuser had exercised
courage during review
As an otherwise proud Murray
State alumna, I was absolutely
appalled to read about the Judicial
Board proceedings regarding the
sexual assault of a Murray State
student.
Statistics show that most sexual
assaults are never reported because
of the psychological hardship such
proceedings place on the accuser.
Instead of assuring that this
woman would receive the appropriate hearing she deserved, she was
blindsided by a clearly uneven
playing field and then placed with
the burden of postponement.

I am surprised these actions are
acceptable to the University, considering that female students make
up well over half of the student
population.
What a devastating blow it would
be to Murray State if every female
was to transfer to other schools
that were truly concerned about the
safety of the female student population.
As for the accuser, I applaud her
courage and hope she continues to
muster up the strength to fight until
she gets the justice she deserves.
Katie Dunman
Alumna
Laurel, Mont

University blamed for
judicial proceedings
This letter is in response to the
recent Judicial Board proceedings
on a rape case and Tyler Frank's
commentary on the matter.
I commend Frank for writing
such a detailed commentary that
lays down the facts for those who
may be scared or shocked to read
them.
Shocked and appalled - that is
how we should feel about the treatment of the rape case recently
brought before the Judicial Board.
The victim is a very dear friend
of mine. When she stood up and
declared that what was done to her

was undeniably wrong, whether she
knew it or not, she spoke for every
one of us who has been raped
and/or abused.
That took an amount of courage
that many people would have never
been able to summon.
When the justice system failed
her, it failed us all.
I am proud of the education 1
received at Murray State, but as an
alumna, it shames me to think that I
came from an institution that would
pass over doing what is decent and
right for doing what is easy.
Brandi Townsend
Alumna
Albuquerque, N.M.
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Alumna, registrar prepares students for graduation
Am• ncla Cdder
Staff writer
Donna Harris is fluent in a
language most Murray State
students will never learn MAP Report-ese.
With a tenure spanning
more than two decades, Registrar Harris bas her ft.nger on
the pulse of everything from
registration to graduation.
Harris, from Bardstown,
Ky., first came to Murray
State as a student in 1976. She
majored in journalism and
then received her master's in
business administration in
198L

Photo courtesy of Wendy Tudor

Re<Jistrar Donna Harris runs durino ROTC class Tuesday momlno. Harris
joined the class for fun and has lost about 20 pounds In the process.

"When I came to Murray,
my one goal was to get out,"
Harris said. "rve been here
ever since."
After graduating, Harris
became the first coordinator
for Institutional Research.

promotion to assistant Registrar, and then Registrar in
2002.
But it hasn't always been
work - Harris knows the
value of play all too well.
In 1994, she was in "Wheel
of Fortune" for three days. In
addition to meeting "Wheel"
host Pat Sajak, she won
$12,000 and a trip to Chile.
Harris said Sajak spent time
working at a radio station in
Murray.
Harris said she loves her
position as Registrar. which
involves registration, graduation, transfer paperwork,
MAP reports, NCAA academic eligibility certification and
academic appeals.
"I work many times seven
days a week." Harris said. "I
get tens of thousands of emails a year. Some students
get a little frustrated because
they don't get an immediate

She created Murray State's
first fact book with limited
technology.
"All the charts were rubon," Harris said. "I did pie
graphs with my coffee cup
and a protractor."
In 1983, Harris became the
assistant for the budget and
created the University's first
computerized budget using a
computer borrowed from the
science department.
In 1988, Harris decided to
step down from her duties on
campus to spend more time
with her two children, Carl
and Laura, who are now Murray State students.
She still did some part-time
work when her skills and
expertise were needed.
Harris came back to work at
Murray State as the first MAP
Report coordinator in 1990.
What was supposed to be a
temporary job soon led to her

Tuition rise will cap at 9.5 percent

International staff find campus home
Zbongbal Zhens

Robin Phelps
Staff writer
Nationwide, university tuition
rates have risen significantly over
the past few years, and Murray
State students haven't been
exempt from these hikes.
As the registration period for
Spring 2007 courses nears,
reviewing costs for the semester
is also on students' minds.
Throughout the past four years,
Murray State's tuition has seen
several increases. Tom Denton,
vice president of finance and
administration services, says state
appropriation is the culprit.
State appropriation, or the
amount of taxpayer money Kentucky's state legislature distributes to public universities, has
experienced a severe downturn,
causing increased tuition rates.
Denton said that about SO percent of the state's education budget goes to public universities.
"Because of that, institutions
across 'the state are experiencing
an increase in their tuition,.. Denton said.

Although Murray State's tuition
is low compared to other Kentucky universities, the school has
still been exposed to increased
tuition rates.
"(Last year), tuition went up 13
percent," Denton. "But this year's
increase will be less than prior
years."
Denton said the Council on
Post-Secondary Education is trying to set parameters for the
tuition rate increases, and so far
the council has agreed that the
tuition rate increase will not
exceed 9.5 percent for the 20072008 school year.
Todd Plewa. junior from Dyersburg, Tenn., said rising tuition has
not impacted him dramatically.
"It really hasn't affected me,"
Plewa said. "But it will when my
loans are due."
Plewa said be's witnessed the
rising rates in Murray State's
tuition ·since he's been in school,
and is unsure why tuition has
made such a leap.
"Obviously it's increasing,"
Plewa said. "But the question is,
for what reason?"
Denton said the increase in

tuition has been considerable, but
that the University is trying to fix
the problem.
"There has to be some way to
fLX tuition. because every year it
doubles and triples," Plewa said.
"Overall, (tuition) has gone up
close to $1,000. I'm paying $1,000
more than I was my ft.rst semester
as a freshman. n•s not a huge
jump at once, it just adds up over
time."
Working to make tuition
affordable while also paying fac·
ulty and staff requires a compromise within University fund.ing,
but Denton said decisions are
made to help Murray State students.
"Every dollar that we receive
goes back to support the students
in some way," Denton said. "I can
certainly see (students') point
that tuit ion has significantly
increased.
"What we're seeing though is
less state assistance in the education process. We don't want to
see the students' rates continue to
go up."
Robin Phelps can be reached at
robinj.phelps@murraystate.edu.

Please vote on November 7 for

Randy Hutchens
Calloway County District Judge

response, but I try to get to
everyone."
One of Harris' favorite
aspects of her job is interaction with students.
"I try to mesh student needs
with faculty and Board of
Regents policy," Harris said.
"I want to know what students are complaining about. I
want to know what they're
happy about."
In addition to her duties as
Registrar, Harris has been
elected secretary for the
Executive Committee of the
Kentucky Association of Col·
legiate Registrars and Admissions Officers.
Harris is also enrolled in an
ROTC class that forces her
out of bed before 6:30 a.m.
Said Harris: "I've exceeded
every goal for myself,"
Amanda Crider can be
reached at amanda.crider@
murraystate.edu.

Contributing writer
More than just a welcome home to hundreds of international students, some
teachers and staff with international ties
also find a home Murray State.
Women's soccer Head Coach Beth
Acreman, who is the only one of her family to move out of the U.K., is from Yateley (an hour south of London). She has
been in die United States for 11 years.
"Although I constantly battle the question of'So, where is Murray, Ky.?', I know
that people who come to experience this
town and university do not forget it,"
Acreman said. "My international ties
allow me to recruit foreign players and I
am very confident that they will come to
Murray and enjoy the ~hool. ... I enjoy
the European feel to the campus - espe- ·
dally with residential colleges. The middle of campus feels very English and we
even have a roundabout."
Acreman said the University's reputation is useful in carrying out her recruitment - she travels to tournaments all
around the country during the off-season.
"The academic prestige of the university is very helpful with recruiting soccer
players," she said. "Most parents who
have researched schools for their children become familiar with Murray State

through our strong academic reputation."
Saihua Xia. assistant professor of
TESOL in the Department of English and
Philosophy, says locals' friendliness is a
big part of her experience in Murray.
Originally from Beijing, China, she's been
in the U.S. for about six years, and her son
is a student at Murray High School.
Her colleagues have given her a warm
welcome to the Murray community.
"I have a wonderful mentor, Dr. Sue
Sroda, and great colleagues in our department," Xia said. "They are so helpful.
Whenever I have questions and concerns,
I always go to my colleagues for help and
support. I really appreciate their support."
Like Acre man and Xi a, Dong Wan Kim,
assistant professor and systems librarian,
is endeavoring to bring his expertise to
the campus community. Although it is
often stressful for Kim, a Seoul, South
Korea native, to keep up with the latest
technologies, he is seeking every possibility to improve library services. Kim said
be expected more users' opinions and
suggestions. which can facilitate the
libraries to provide better services. He
has been in the U.S. for seven years.
"My wife likes the educational environment, recreational facilities, and safety,"
Don Wan Kim said.
Zhonghai Zheng can be reached at
zhonghai.zheng@murraystate.edu.

Psst... Want to Hear
So~nething New?
Check US Ou-t
Onli.ne a-t WKMS.org
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Weeknights 7 to 9 pm
(worldcafe.org)

The World Cafe, with host David Dye, serves up an eclectic
mix of blues, rock, world, folk, and alternative country with
live performances and interviews with celebrated and
emerging artists.

Soul Flight
Fridays 11 pm to 2 a.m.
A lively, insightful mix of music, news, views and
interviews reflectin~ the local and national
African Amen can community.

ttt ~~~ ~"~ ~~4(
• 22 years as a practicing attorney with
substantial trial experience
• Calloway County Attorney (1999 - 2002)
• Nominated by Judicial Nominating Commission that serves
24 counties in the First District for Judge, Court of Appeals
• Special Domestic Relations Commissioner
• Former Master Commissioner
• Certified Mediator Training

• Randy was selected MSU's Outstanding Senior Man In
1981. While attending Murray State, he also won the
National Championship in Contemporary Issues Debate
as well as the OVC and Kentucky State Championships
in intercollegiate debate.
Vote for Competence, Integrity and Experience

Beyond the Edge

Saturday Ntghts from 11 pm to 1 am
From Folk and pop to alt-county and indie rod<, BTE
covers a full range of the finest alternative music.

The Indie Connection
Sundays at 1 am after
Beyond the Edge
MSU's John Gibson showcases both bands far & wide,
along with "local bands" from the Four Rivers Region.

Midnight Sun.
Sundays at Midnight
MSU's Katie Villanueva & Chad Lampe present radio
for d iscriminating insomniacs and weary weekend
warriors. Hear legendary stars like Frank Sinatra and
new artists such as Gnarls Barclay and Pink Martini.

Paid for by Hutchens for District Judge Committee, Larry England, Treasurer
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Faculty Senate Report
Od. 31 meetinCJ notes

Campus elevators require regular upkeep
Emily Wuchner
News Editor

• The •iaates from tbe Oct. 3meeting
were approved.
• AJiSOI Eppersoo, coordinator of intracoJ·
~iate sports. reported on the UnHed lay
tampaign. Murray has raised S9,000
toward an eventual goal of SZO,OOO.
• Terry Strieter, faculty Regent. suggested
acoaunittee look into how the AthleHcs
Deparblent recently hired coadles, citing
complaints he has received about a possi·
ble violation of hiring procedures.
• The Academic Policies committee decid·
ed against recommending plus and minus
grades to the administration per the
advice of DoRAa Harris, registrar.
• The Faculty Senate will recommend to
tbe administration midterm grades be
given only as part of 100· and 200-level

An Ohio State University
student died Oct. 20 after
trying to leave the elevator
he was riding, which was
stuck between floors. The
elevator exceeded its 2,500pound capacity by about
1.100 pounds. Sbc: of the dormitory elevators on the
campus failed safety tests
the urtiversity conducted
after the incident.
However Murray State's
elevators are subject to regular maintenance and safety checks in an attempt to
prevent such accidents,
Scott Barnes, director of

building and equipment
maintenance, said via email Campus elevators are
inspected annually by an
independent company for
safety and compliance.
A state elevator inspector
reviews the reports to
ensure the findings are in
compliance with state
guidelines. The
state
inspector makes routine
and unscheduled visits to
campus to check the elevators.
Murray State employs
three full-time elevator
technicians who ensure elevators are running properly, Barnes said The technicians have special training
in elevator operation and

• Amotion to change the name of
midterm grades to "Seven Week Assessments" failed following discussion.
• There are two candidates for the faculty
Regent position Terry Streiter will vacate
In January -Jay Morgan, associate professor of agricultural science, and Ray·
mond Conklin, professor of music. Aforum
for the two candidates will be at 3:30 p.m.
Nov.15.

maintenance, and are oncall 24 hours. They also
perform monthly maintenance on each elevator.
Barnes said the University has 43 passenger elevators, five freight elevators
and ll wheelchair lifts.
"Of the 43 passenger elevators, 20 units have been
recently replaced (within
the Last 8 years) and another four are scheduled to be
replaced or installed \ltithin
the next six months,"
Barnes said.
Barnes said the capacity
of an elevator is the maximum weight it can carry
safely. The capacity for
most of Murray State's elevators is 2,500 lbs. Both the

capacity and maximum
number of people allowed
arc displayed in each elevator.
Lacy Cheek, residence
director of White College,
said the elevators there do
not break down very often.
Since she has been at Murray State, she said no student had been stuck in an
elevator. If an elevator
stalls with a student on it,
Cheek said notifying Public
Safety is one of the first
steps.
"I recommend (students)
push the call button inside
the elevator because it calls
Public Safety," Cheek said.
"That's the fastest way to
get help."

Barnes said Murray
State's elevators generally
do not become stuck, however mechanical problems
and occupant overloading
sometimes cause issues.
"If an elevator stops or
becomes stuck between
floors, students should stay
calm and activate the emergency alarm on the elevator
panel," Barnes said.
"Public Safety monitors
the elevator alarms and will
be alerted if the emergency
alarm is activated. Occupants definitely should not
try to force open the
doors."

Emily Wuchner can be
reached at emily.wuchner@
murraystate.edu.
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Students teach about culture at international bazaar
clothing, artifacts, dancing and visual aids.
Murray State students are welcome at no charge. and more than
900 elementary, middle and high
school students will attend, marking
the event's highest attendance yet,
said Mark Galloway, international
student adviser.
Galloway said it is important for
students to participate because it
gives them an opportunity to experience the larger world around
them.
uFor the middle school students,
it is very possible that it will be their
first time to meet someone from

Alaina Zanio
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Staff writer
Would you like to be captivated
by authentic Indian dancers,
immerse yourself in the landscapes
of Morocco or view a genuine
Japanese tea ceremony?
At the International Bazaar Tuesday in the Curris Center ballroom,
students can participate in all these
activities without leaving campus.
Sponsored by the International
Student Organization, 32 countries
will be represented at the event
through demonstrations, authentic

that country, so they'll actually have
a chance to come face to face with
people from other cultures," he said.
The International Student Office
has been planning the bazaar since
the spring.
Salwa Jorbo, graduate student
from Casablanca, Morocco, is the
event's student chair.
Jorho said the main purpose of
the event is to raise awareness
about the international community
at Murray State.
"The purpose of this event is to
display our culture, our language, to
show them where we are, that we
exist, that we play a role in Murray

See our menu online!
I

State," she said. "They are learning
by having fun too, because it's for
kids."
Rebecca Peebles, foreign language teacher from Mayfield High
School, said she brings her students
year after year not only to other cultures, but they also look forward to
it
"It allows students to expand
their horizons," she said. "It opens
their window of experience, to
eventually make them better
employees and better contributors
to their community."

Alaina Zanin can be reached at
alaina.zanin@murraystate.edu.
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As Judge/Executive
I pledge to:
u ·se my experience and connections to serve Murray State because
I understand our sudents and faculty are vital to our community.
Tap into Murray State's vast talents and capabilities to bring both
grant monies and projects to the school and our community.
Develop a stronger working t¥1ationship with the Economic
Development Corp. tQ bring more industry, businesses and better
paying jobs to Calloway Co. to assimilate our recent graduates
Murray State 'University is an imyortant,
6ut neg{ected asset.

Ca{{oway County N eedS YOU!!!

KENNY
Calloway Co.
Judge/Executive
Paid for B) Ccltsu Cunninghnm, Treasurer
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Basketball teams open season Saturday
Autumn Boaz
Assistant Sports Editor
The Regional Special Events Center will
play host to Racer basketball fans for the
first time this season with back-to-back
exhibition games Saturday afternoon.
The women's team will christen the
court with a game against Christian Brothers University at 5:15 p.m. and the men will
face York University (4-S preseason) following the women's game.
Women's Head Coach Joi Felton
leads a team of five freshmen and
nine returnees, including Ohio
Valley Conference Preseason
Player of the Year senior forward
Joi Scott.
Saturday, Christian Brothers
will bring their own preseason
highlight to the court with
sophomore forward Crystal
Shelton. Shelton was named to
the All-Gulf South Conference
Preseason Team for the west
division last .season, after averaging 14 points and five
rebounds per game.
Felton said defense would be
emphasized In Saturday's game,
and would continue to be
stressed throughout the season.
Felton said last season's wins
against OVC rivals Tennessee
Tech and Samford proved how powerful defense can be.
., "'thllt'g'what we've been emphasizing all preseason Is that those
two games that we woo, our
defense was consistent the
whole night through," Felton
said in a press conference.
"Our kids are starting to
buy into that and believe
that, that's how we're
going to win championships is by playing
defense."
While the women's team will focus
on one aspect of the
game, the men's team hopes to get an overall feel for what the season has in store for
the squad of 10 new Racers and one veteran.
"With the game coming up Saturday, our
agenda at this time of year is a little bit different than some other teams that may have
been here at Murray State in the past,"
men's head coach Billy Kennedy said in a
press conference. "Obviously we want to

win every game, but we don't know who
we're going to win those games with."
Kennedy said senior Shawn Witherspoon
would be the Racers' go-to guy if he
remains healthy. Witherspoon suffered a foot injury at the end of last
season, and is still trying to recover.
Regardless of the injury, Kennedy
said be would build the team around
Witherspoon, but the young squad
still bad to establish chemistry among
all of its members.
Murray State's probable starters
for Saturday's men's game are
senior guard Ed Horton, junior
guard Bruce Carter. senior forward Shawn Witherspoon, freshman forward Dwayne Paul and
junior center Curtis Parker,
Kennedy said.
Saturday's game will be the
men and women's only exhibition
game of the preseason.
The women's team will host
their first regular season
game at 7 p.m. Friday
at the RSEC, while
the men will travel to
San Diego State for
their first outing.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at
autwnn.boaz@murraystate.edu.
Look for complete basketball coverage in
next week's special preview section.
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Racer Basketball
MSU men vs. York University
MSU women vs. Christian
Brothers ·
When: 5:15 p.m. (women)
7:30 p.m. (men)
Where: Regional Special
Events Center
file photos

Men's track program discontinued
Ward said considerable thought
and deliberation went into what was
a difficult decision.
The upcoming indoor and outdoor
"Obviously, it was not a decision I
track seasons would have marked
took lightly," he said. "It was a tough
the 68th year of men's track and field
one to make, but one I thought was
at Murray State. Instead, the proin our best interest."
gram will end its run at 67.
Ward said fielding a men's track
Athletics Director Allen Ward
and field team adversely affects
announced Monday the discontinuaMurray State's Title IX initiatives
tion of the men's track and field proand could negatively affect APR
gram, effective immediately. The
scores.
team was comprised of ll studentWard said it was important that
athletes.
the decision take effect immediately
The program's decline began after
for these same reasons.
the 2002-03 season. when the athlet- •
Title IX requires collegiate athletic department. under former direcic departments to make participation
tor E.W. Dennison, made the proin varsity sports among males and
gram non-scholarship.
females roughly equal.
Tommy DWard
Sports Editor

APR scores are released by the
NCAA and reflect academic performance of student-athletes.
Ward cited Murray State's inability to field a full competitive squad as
another motivating factor.
"The decision that we made a few
years ago to go non-scholarship has
made it awful difficult to recruit and
to field a team," he said. "I'm not saying I disagree with that decision. I
actually feel like it was probably the
best at the time. Just the last three or
four years. we've struggled to field a
team."
Competitive or not, some feel the
decision leaves student-athletes out
in the cold.
Standout senior thrower Chris

Champion said the athletic department should have informed the athletes of the decision before the
school year. giving them a chance to
transfer, or let them play the upcoming season.
"My first reaction was kind of a
shock, because it was effective
immediately," Champion said.
"Allen (Ward) had said they'd been
beating around this idea for about 12
or 14 months. You know. 12 or 14
months ago it would have left me
with a lot of other options."
Ward said the idea had been under
consideration for four or five
months.
Champion said he had been
offered scholarships at several other

Ohio Valley Conference schools, but
turned them down to remain at Murray State for his senior season.
"I think the timing was more inappropriate than anything," he sald. "It
was something I've actually been
expecting since they cut our scholarships, but I thought the timing was
really inappropriate."
Champion said while the t iming of
the decision was bad, the problem
stemmed from decisions made by
the previous athletic administration.
"I think the problems with everything kind of stems from a couple
years ago when they cut our scholarships," he said.
Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

The Sports Line•••
TV Events
Tonight: ESPN @ 7 p.m.
NBA Basketball
Cavaliers at Spurs

Sunday: ABC @ noon
PGA Golf
Tour Championship

Saturday: CBS @ 2:30 p.m.,
College Football
LSU at Tennessee
Sunday: NBC @ 7 p.m.
NFL Football
Colts at Patriots

Murray State Events
Tonight: Volleyball @ 7 p.m.
Racer Arena
Samford at Murray State

Saturday: Football @ noon
Richmond, Ky.
Murray State at Eastern Kentucky

Saturday: W. B'ball @ 5:15 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
Christian Brothers at Murray State

Saturday: M. B'ball @ 7:30 p.m.
Regional Special Events Center
York University at Murray State
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Eckstein's
heart as big
as St. Louis
I will remember Friday night for the
rest of my life.
·At about 10:30 p.m., the St. Louis Cardinals won their first World Series Championship of my lifetime
and the noise that
escaped my body was
reportedly beard in
Mayfield.
They did it against
all odds. No one, not
even I, thought this
would be the year the
Cards would ascend
to the top of baseball.
Mulder was burt,
Rolen and Edmonds
were a~g. heck, we
didn't even have a
closer.
.But baseball is a
Sports Editor
fUnny game, and an
unpredictable one at that
·As aliens overtook Jeff Weaver's arm,
Yadier Molina's bat and the gloves and
arms of Detroit Tigers' pitchers, the team
with the best fans in baseball suddenly
and unexpectedly became the best team
in baseball
And that's the best way. This might
have been the last shot at a World Series
for veterans like Jim Edmonds and Scott
Rolen, guys that have contributed so
much to the game of baseball.
As thrilled as I was to see the Cardinals
win the Series, I was even happier to see
David Eckstein win World Series MVP.
Eckstein has been my favorite Cardinal
since be came to St. Louis at the beginning of the 2005 season.
Eckstein's not the strongest guy in the
Cards' lineup, he's not the fastest and God
knows he's not the tallest. But Eckstein
has a whole lot of something that is many
times lacking in the professional sports
world - heart.
That's why this story is so heartwarming, no matter whether you would give up
your first-born child to go to a World
Series game at Busch or can't stand the
sight of all that red in one place at one
time.
It doesn't matter because David Eckstein is someone we can all root for,
someone in whom we can all see a little
bit of ourselves.
Eckstein was never supposed to
amount to anything as far as baseball was
concerned. The University of Florida didn't even offer him a scholarship, but it
was in Gainesville that he walked on the
team and later earned his scholarship
through blood, sweat and tears.
As a boy, Eckstein suffered kidney ailments and underwent kidney transplants.
He wrote an autobiography for kids titled
"Have Heart," telling how he overcame
adversity in his life.
I knew of David Eckstein before he
became a Cardinal. but I didn't really
know anything about him. After watching
a few games, it became apparent to me
and the rest of Cardinal nation that the
one thing you could expect out of Eckstein was 110 percent every play.
· It doesn't matter whether he just hit an
extra base gapper or a routine grounder
to short - Eckstein is always hustling.
He's beaten out more than a few throws
because be takes nothing for granted.
I love guys like Pujols and Edmonds,
but I sometimes wish they hadn't become
too big and too important to hustle out a
ground ball. Eckstein isn't. "Big" and
"important" aren't words used very often
to describe the man who stands S foot 7
inches.
But sure enough, there was Eck. going
eight for 12 to finish the Series and driving
in four runs in the final two games.
I love Eck because he plays the game
the way it was meant to be played. He
hustles, plays small ball, fights off pitches
and always runs. The guy even runs to
frrst on a walk. Useless expense of energy?' I say the mark of someone who is
excited to be doing what he's doing.
And that's so appealing. Give me a
league full of guys like Eckstein and you'll
see what baseball is all about. What baseball was like before the age of the steroidamped slugger and through-the-roof
salaries.
; :They say good guys always fmish last
That may be true, but for this once, the
good guy gets to take home an MVP tro• phy and a brand new Corvette.
·• Not bad for a 5 foot 7 college walk-on.
Tommy Dillard is the sports editor at the
Murray State News. E-mail comments to
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.
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Golf teams retire clubs for fall season
Drew Beltoa
Staff writer
The men's golf team rose to the occasion Tuesday, taking home first place at the Buffalo RockSouthern Showdown in Birmingham, Ala.
The Racers fmished with round team totals of
278, 280 and 278 for a total of 836 shots.
Southern lllinois took second with a score of
839, followed by host Birmingham Southern at
846 and Berry College at 847.
Fellow Ohio Valley Conference schools were
Tennessee Tech with 854, Samford at 861 and
UT-Martin took lOth with an 870.
"'We piayed great as a team," Head Coach
Eddie Hunt said. "For a three-round tournament,
that was the lowest score I can remember a Murray State team having in recent years."
The Racers were led by junior Jerry Price.
Price put together three rounds of 69. 66 and 67
on the par-71 Brent Brock golf course, which
played a long 7,075 yards.
Price finished second with a score of 202,
behind Andy Rauscher of Southern Illinois who
shot 201.
MJerry Price played great," Hunt said. MHe has
been very consistent all year for us."
Murray State was also led by sophomore
Mitchell Moore, who finished ninth after a first
round 74.
Senior Nicholas Griffin fmished 18th, followed
by freshman Joe Landrum in 21st and senior
Michael Craft in 32nd.
The women's team also found success in
Alabama. taking fourth at the Troy Invitational
Tuesday in Montgomery, Ala.
The Racers were consistent in the two-round
tournament, with a ftrst round of302 followed by
a second round of 304 for a combined 606.
South Alabama won with a score of 587, followed by Louisiana-Monroe at 592 and Jacksonville State at 596.
The Racers beat 11 other teams behind the play
of freshman Andrea Downer. Downer posted her
second top-five fmish of the fall with rounds of
73 and 75, placing her in lOth.
Senior Lauren Hughes and freshman Megan
McKinney posted their best scores of the season.
Hughes put together rounds of 75 and 74 for a
combined score of 149 to fmish 14th. McKinney
had rounds of79 and Tl for a 156 to give her a season best 36th. Behind her was sophomore
Bethany Yates who had a 75 and an 82 for 37th
place.
Both the men's and the women's teams are fmished for the fall and will pick up in the spring.
Drew Helton can be reached at andrew.helton@
murraystate.edu.

file photo

Sophomore Mitchell Moore finished ninth at the Buffalo Rock Southern Showdown after shootlnQ a first-round 74.

Rowing teams post six top-10 finishes, eam one gold
DrewHeltoa
Staff writer
The women's rowing team took home a thirdplace finish at Saturday's Head of the Tennessee
event in Knoxville. Tenn.
The Racers defeated Virginia Tech, Clemson,
Vanderbilt, Auburn and Tennessee.
Murray State's novice-four fmished third and
the team's two novice-eight shells posted fourthand fifth-place fmishes.
"Our novice team did a great job," Head Coach
Bill Mclean said. "Our eight shells posting a
fourth and fifth place was really great"
The novice-four that took third finished in a
time of 24:19.98, 43.82 behind ftrst place Georgia
State.
In the novice-eight race, the Racers' A shell

posted a time of 19:14.67 to finish fourth, 1:23.18
behind first place Tennessee- Chattanooga. The
Racers' B shell finished 14.33 behind the Racers'
A shell, giving it flfth place.
"It was a great way to start the year," sophomore l.aura Neal said. "We put a lot of hard work
in practice and it was nice that it paid off. Our
technique and fundamentals were sound which
allows us a lot of room to build our skills
throughout the season."
The Racers had two teams racing in the varsity-eight event. The Racers took seventh thanks
to Tennessee claiming the first four spots, followed by the University of Dayton taking fifth
and sixth.
The second varsity-eight finished lith in the
event.
"We·have improvements we need to make on
the' varsity team," McLean said. "The wind

played a big factor in our time. We need to keep
improving our cardiovascular and we need more
race experience. The girls need to r~alize that
they need to race bloody hard and be more
aggressive out there to create a higher stroke
rate."
The men's team fmished fifth out of 18 teams
overall.
Murray State took home a gold medal in one
event thanks to freshman William Pregliasco
senior and Stephen Nizicz.
"They did awesome," McLean said. "They
came out and worked really hard out there and
they did a great job."
Next up for the rowing team will be the Head
of the Chattahoochee Saturday in Chattanooga.
Tenn.
Drew Helton can be reached at andrew.helton@
murraystate.edu.

Women's cross country places sixth at OVC championship
Team focuses on upcoming Louisville regional meet as season nears end
AutumnBoaz
Assistant Sports Editor
The women's cross country team
finished in a tie for sixth place at
the Ohio Valley Conference Championship meet Saturday without the
leadership of the season's top runner, sophomore Kristen Heckert
Heckert, who led the team in
each of its previous four races, was
not cleared to compete in the OVC
meet. Head Coach Derek Chavis
said a heart condition discovered
shortly before the championship
event prevented Heckert from
competing.
"She had some health issues that
she's working through, but she wasn't able to compete," Chavis said.
"She wasn't cleared to compete."
Heckert recorded three top-five
fmishes this season, including a
first-place fmish at the Screaming
Eagle Memorial Invitational, hosted
by Austin Peay.

Heckert was also named OVC
Female Athlete of the Week Sept.
14.
Because the Racers could not follow Heckert's tracks Saturday,
sophomore Alaina Zanin was Murray State's pacesetter, finishing 16th
out of 80 runners with a time of 19
minutes, 26 seconds. Freshman
Taylor Crawford finished 22nd,
while freshman Kristen Miller fell
in at the 26 spot.
Murray State's two final qualifiers finished back-to-back at No. 45
and No. 46.
Murray State clocked a team time
of 1:41:09, seven minutes behind
ftrst-place fmisher Eastern Kentucky. Chavis said the championship race was not one of the
team's best outings, but in retro·
spect. the athletes' performances
had been a series of surprises all
year.
"I thought that we could've
placed a little bit better than we did
this weekend, but overall I think

that we still did well as a team,"
Chavis said. ''1 think we made a
stronger showing than we did last
year."
"I'm proud of the fact that we ran
this well with such a young team,
and I'm just happy to see how
they're progressing and to see how
they're going to develop over the
next few years."
While Chavis is enthusiastic
about the improvement of the nineperson women's team. be said he is
already planning to recruit a larger
men's team for the 2007 crosscountry season. This season the
men's team had only five runners
on its roster. preventing it from
qualifying in most of the season's
meets.
hRecruiting never stops," Chavis
said. "It's just a situation where we
had a lot of turnover from last year,
and we ended up being a Little bit
more short-handed than we expected.
"But we're still trying to bring

guys in, and bring in more talent
that allows us to make stronger
showings at the championships."
Four men competed in Saturday's
race, leaving the runners one man
short from qualifying as a team.
Junior John Gorey finished in the
team's top spot on the 8K course at
No. 37, with a time of .27:39.
Steven Hart followed in with a
time of 28:06, giving him a 47th
place finish. The two remaining
Racers tagged in at No. 61 and No.·
66.
"Most of the men ran their (personal best) from the last time we
ran the course earlier in the year,"
Chavis said.
:
"T.h ey're all progressing well,i
they competed. I'm very pleased
with the way they got into that race.
and represented our University." t
The Racers' next event is the•
NCAA Regional meet Nov 11 in
Louisville, Ky.
Autumn Boaz can be reached at;
autumn.boaz@murraystace.edu.
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Clarks River
place to go
for wetlands

Racers battle in-state rival Colonels
Murray State drops another close game vs. Southeast Missouri
Tommy DUlard
Sports Editor
Murray State and Eastern Kentucky will knock helmets on the
gridiron for the 66th time Saturday,
and the Racers hope their first conference victory of the season will
come against this in-state rival.
"1 think our older guys know
what it's atl about," Head Coach
Matt GrifTm said. "... They understand it, and just told me it's a big
one, but to me every game is big. I
can't comment too much on it just
because I haven't experienced it,
but I've heard from talking to people around here that it's big."
Griffin will find out just what it's
all abOut Saturday when he takes
his Racers to Richmond, Ky. to
attempt to avenge the 43-7 pounding the Colonels handed Murray
State last season at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
This season's edition of the rivalry features two teams winding up
disappointing seasons. The Ohio
Valley Conference gave the
Colonels a ftrst-place finish prediction, and Eastern was a consensus
preseason top 25 pick. The
Colonels now find themselves 2-3
in conference play and 3-5 overall.
The Colonels benched quarterback and 2005 OVC Offensive
Player of the Year Josh Greco two
weeks' ago against SEMO and barely escaped Cape Girardeau with a
victory.
Despite the underachieving of
Eastern Kentucky. Griffin knows
the Colonels still present a staunch
problem for his team.
"It's a great challenge for us," he
said. "1 compare them with what
they do on both sides of the ball to
Eastern Illinois. They want to be
big and physical, run the ball effectively and stop the run."
Griffm said the Colonels have
instituted a more balanced offense
this season and do not rely on the
passing game as much as in the
past.
Backup quarterback Allan Holland could get the starting nod for
the Colonels over Greco. Holland
led Eastern to a comeback victory
against SEMO, throwing for 197
yards and two touchdowns almost
exclusively in the second half.
While Holland led the Colonels

to a win against SEMO, the Racers'
attempt to ground the Redhawks
fell just short last Saturday, 24-17.
It looked all too promising for
Murray State early in the game,
when freshman Charlie Jordan
broke through the line and blocked
a SEMO punt on the Redhawks'
first possession of the game.
Freshman linebacker Taylor
Lanigan recovered the ball in the
end zone, giving the Racers a quick
7-0 lead. .
For Jordan, it was only his second time being on the punt block
team this season.
SEMO claimed the lead in the
second quarter when the Redhawks followed a field goal with a
scoring drive that peaked in a 27yard touchdown scamper by running back Tim Holloman.
Holloman ignited the SEMO
offense, carrying 24 times for 212
yards and two touchdowns.
Running back Tony Anderson
gave the Redhawks a 17-7 lead in
the third quarter on a 7-yard touchdown run.
Ander&on accompanied Holloman in the backfield and
approached the century mark, carrying for 92 yards.
The Racers cut the lead to three
later in the third when freshman
quarterback Zach Barnard found
freshman wide receiver Shane
McCleskey in the end zone on a 30yard touchdown pass and tied it on
a Gary Crass field goal in the
fourth.
SEMO answered quickly, though,
as Holloman found a hole and ran
76 yards for what would be the
Redhawks' winning touchdown.
Freshmen running backs Josh
Jones and Charlie Jordan combined
for more than 100 yards on the
ground for the Racers. Jones carried 15 times for 86 yards and Jordan gained 32 yards on ll carries.
Jordan said the amount of playing time he and Jones are receiving
is unexpected, but rewarding.
"Whep Chad Cook went down
with an i.tijury, 1looked forward to
playing a lot," be said. "Right now,
I'm enjoyiAg playing a lot. It's great
to be..playing college football as a
freshman.

Game time against Eastern Kentucky is noon in Richmond, Ky.

Tommy Dillard can be reached at
thomas.dillard@murraystate.edu.

Conservationists have been advocating.
the preservation of wetlands for years. In
the last half century, elected officials
have fmally heard the call for maintai.l:iing our precious wetlands and now th~
government is doing something about it..
In 1997. the federal government established an 8,500-acre tract within the
Clarks River flood plain and designated it
the Clarks River National Wildlife
Refuge. The refuge
is located in Marshall, Graves and
McCracken counties with its administration offices just
north of Benton,
Ky., on Hwy. 64l
The Clarks River
is a tributary of the
Tennessee River. Its
source is in Calloway County and
its confluence with
Warren
the Tennessee is
near Paducah, Ky.
King
•
The Clarks River Outdoor columnist .
has a famous namesake, William Clark of the Lewis and
Clark expedition. According to an historical marker on a bluff near the Clarb
River just outside Paducah. William
Clark owned several acres of land that
bordered the river.
If you would like to see some unspoiled
wetlands, I suggest you take a short drive
to Benton, Ky. and check it out. You
1 park your car at the refuge offices and .
, then walk a few hundred yards into the
hardwood forest, which covers much of
the refuge.
You won't have to walk far before you
leave all signs of civilization. Many of the
trees in the wetland forest resemble,
those that are found in the great swamps
such as the Okefenokee in southeast
Georgia. Cypresses with oversized trunks
near the base of the trees are prevalent
throughout the refuge. One wouldn't
•
expect such trees in this area.
The Clarks River refuge is home to
approximately 200 species of birds and
waterfowl. Neotropical songbirds spend.
their summer months in the refuge,
before they migrate farther south for
winter.
Migratory waterfowl use the refuge for
a feeding and resting ground. One of the .
most common species of waterfowl,
Jeff Slinker{The Ntws
found in the refuge is the wood duck.
Defensive coordinator Rich Nagy talks to the defense durlno the Racers' loss to SEMO.
Many feeders are maintained within the
confmes of the refuge to help boost wood:
duck populations.
Other colorful and interesting creatures which are often seen in the refuge'
are wading birds such as egrets and
herons. Many people have wrongly
assumed that birds like these could only
be found in subtropical regions like Flori- ·
da.
."
Anyone with an ornithological interest'
will be thrilled by the variety of birds t~)
be found in the Clarks River refuge. ~.p"
fact, the refuge is the only place in the
area where a serious bird watcher can
find such an array of species in one place.
The refuge website offers a checklist of
birds which have been sighted inside the
refuge and it is interesting to see the.
many different types of fowl which
represented there.
•
In addition to the wide variety of birdS
in the refuge, there are plenty of mam-.
mals which make their homes there too:Wh.ite tailed deer, rabbits, minks, bobcats, squirrels and coyotes all are present
·
in good numbers.
If you visit the refuge, you will see
firsthand how important wetlands are to
this country. Not only are the wetlands
important for the preservation of
wildlife, they are essential for flood con·',
trot, too.

can

1

are

1

Warren King is the outdoor columnist at
The Murray State News. E-mail comments
to warren.king@murraystate.edu.
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Shampoo, Cut & Style $22
Colors $40 and up
Highlights (foil and cap)
$36 and up

11'111111111' I
•GOOD JOBS

(special $10novv until Nov. 30)

'

MSU Student ID Discount

Ill:::;:::

thanaws.org

• AFFORDABLE

Next to August Moon • Walk-ins Welcome
Or Call 767-0000 for Appointments
Hours:

' 4

Monday - Friday • 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday • 9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

• i
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.. ,.,,,

1550 Lowes Drive Suite A
767·0000

HEALTH INSURANCE
..

'

Plld for by Tom Billow for Congress '08, Shirley Bulow, T,..surw
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MSU Faculty Staff & Students
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I'm Kenny Imes
Candidate for YOUR County Judge Exec.
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I've served Calloway Co. from·The State House to your house.
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I KNOW MSU is an untapped resource begging to be
incorporated INTO this community.
As Co. Judge Executive, I PLEDGE to bridge the GA.P and
utilitize the vast talents of MSU to explore opportunites for
grant monies and projects with the Economic Development
Corporation (EDC) that are mutually advantageous to
MURRAY STATE and this COMMUNITY.
Let's LEAVE politics in Frankfort and bring GOVERNMENT
home to Calloway County.
MSU, an important, but neglected asset,
Calloway Co. N·eeds YOU!
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Vote Kenny Imes Nov. 7
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Paid For B)' Cclba Cunningham. Treasurer
IMES forMSU
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.College Ufe Editor: Casey Northcutt
:Ph one: 809-4468
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photos b~· Jonathan Burris/The News

Dr. Everett Von Scott. played by Derek OWen, junior from Benton, Ky., reads a note from his
nephew whileBrad, Janet and Rocky crowd around him.

'

Students strip to skivvies
for 'Rocky Horror' show
Charlotte Kyle
Staf£ writer
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f A. J. casey. sophomore from Spottsville, Ky.. helps an audience member cram her mouth fuUof
:~rii'shmallows In the pre-show Qame. 'Deep Throat'
~~

... ......

Halloween at Murray State was filled with the
usual conduct: tricks in the streets, treats in the
residential colleges and transvestites in the Curris
Center.
The Student Government Association presented
a traditional viewing of "The Rocky Horror Picture Show," which features actors- in this case,
members of Sock and Busldn - playing the characters on stage as the film rolls behind them.
This style of performance began when the
movie developed a cult-like following in the mid·
1970s. and features its own unique brand 'of audience participation.
•
The "Rocky Horror" plot centers around Brad
and Janet, a newly engaged couple, and their accidental visit with a transvestite scientist named Dr.
Frank-N-Furter.
Tyler Frank, junior from Louisville, Ky., has
seen the show live three times, and said be loves
dressing up for the event. For this year's show, he
donned a homemade Duct tape dress.
"It's so much different seeing it in a theater than
watching it at home," Frank said. "I love it because
it gives me a chance to wear my outfit."
Outrageous outfits just scratch the surface of
"Rocky Horrors" audience participation. One of
the more infamous traditions surrounding the film
is the treatment of "virgins" prior to the show.
In "Rocky Horror" terminology, "virgins" are
audience members who've never seen the movie
live. After being forced from the audience, the vir·
gins are brought on stage to participate in a cootest. This year's virgins were asked to shove as
many marshmallows ln their mouths as possible
for a game called "Deep Throat."
Josh Byrne, freshman from Murray, was the
winner.
"'I love 'The Rocky Horror Picture Show' - it's a
classic film," Byrne said. "The purpose of the virgin experi~nce is to be comedic and to be embar-

f

rassing but it wasn't embarrassing for me. It was
all in fun and the theater is home for me so I just
rolled with the punches and put my talents to the
test. The honor was rewarding indeed."
Daniel Trump, senior from Paducah, Ky., played
Dr. Frank·N-Furter. the transvestite who introduces Brad and Janet to a world of sex and chaos.
His second year in the performance, Trump
acknowledged the importance of audience participation.
"There are certain traditions that people have,
lines that are said every time, and then the audi·
ence has license to say anything they can come up
with," Trump said. "It keeps it fresh for both parties."
It quickly became obvious to some "virgins" that
the evening was less about the movie's plot and
more about the experience.
"I don't think making sense is a top priority with
'Rocky Horror,'" Trump said. "The movie almost
makes sense if you watch it by yourself, but
watching it with a couple hundred people who are
shouting things out, and people dancing in revealing clothing in front of the screen isn't the best
environment for taking in the story."
In addition to quoting lines, shouting vulgarities
and dancing to "The Time Warp," the audience
brings props to enhance the experience. Rice,
toast, cards and toilet paper are thrown across the
theater corresponding to events in the plot. For
one scene, viewers cover their heads with newspapers during a torrential downpour.
"That's one thing I appreciate about the whole
thing, is the absolute absurdity," Trump said. "The
other day we were rehearsing and it's a shared
space so a custodian from food services came by.
He sees a man in a corset and fishnet, he sees
Rocky wearing nothing but a gold thong, and he
sees Eddie on his bicycle. All he can say is, to
Rocky, 'Boy, why you got drawers on?' And then
somebody said, 'It's Rocky Horror' and all of the
stuff is immediately explained."
Charlotte Kyle can be reached at charlotte.lcyle@
murraystate.edu.
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This Week

Band spreads gospel with hardcore metal

•Friday
Concert
8 p.m., University
Chorale and
Chamber Choir,
Performing Arts
Hall, free admission

•Saturday
Volleyball
2 p.m., Murray
State vs. Jacksonville State University, Racer
Arena

•Monday
Q!lad State
Choral Festival
6:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium, free
admission

•Tuesday
Concert
8 p.m., Jazz Ensemble, Performing
Arts Hall, free
admission

• Nov. 10

Becky Pasldevich
Staff writer

A pit of headbangers in lip
rings and studded belts moshed
Monday to metal music booming with a not-so-hard core message: the gospeL
Tears of Bloodshed, a Christian metal band. rocked out
Monday night along with
Beneath Crimson Thoughts,
Thoughts so Murderous and
Day I Dread at the Curris Center Theater.
But neither crosses .nor
sacred candles were in sight purple lights flooded the floor
and synthetic fog smothered
the stage.
Band manager Cynthia Handloser said Tears of Bloodshed,
which formed in November
2005, aims to use its music to
minister the word of God and
encourage members of the
younger generation to welcome
God into their lives.
David Mathis, freshman from
Murray. plays bass, and Kara
Lawson, 17, of Mayfield, Ky.,
plays the keyboard and
sings/screams. Lawson said the
band's name is symbolic. •

9J)enR.odeo

courtc.•sy of Myspace.com/tearsotbloodshed

Metal band Tears of Bloodshed spread God's word and encourage youth to
follow Christ throuoh their loud and energetic music style.
"When Jesus was crucified,
his blood cleansed us," she said.
Lawson, the lone female in
the band, said although Tears of
Bloodshed is a religious band,
the members don't promote a

particular denomination. She
said occasionally the band's
message is mocked and the
older generation looks down on
its rough image. She said the
criticism doesn't deter their

efforts as Christian ambassadors.
The fact that the lyrics were
largely incomprehensible didn't
seem to bother the crowd. Girls
wearing dark eyeliner were
hoisted onto their boyfriends'
shoulders and fans clad in
ripped jeans and Vans sneakers
stood on chairs to get a better
view over the pit in front of the
stage.
Tears of Bloodshed performs
two or three shows each month
at local venues.
It plays concerts with nonreligious bands to spread the
word of God and get people's
attention.
"We really want to spread the
gospel to kids who really need
it," Lawson said.
Shelley Hicks, freshman from
Paducah, Ky., said she went to
the show to support a friend
who was in Beneath Crimson
Thoughts, the first band to perform.
Hicks said the lyrics are the
most integral part of ChristianMetal.
"Usually the people who lis·
ten to that music are pissed off
and can take (the lyrics) to
heart," Hicks said.

Hicks suggested that bands
like Tears for Bloodshed gear
their shows toward high schoOl
students.
"Once you're in college
you're set in your lifestyle
whereas in high school you can
still change," she said.
In an alternative method of
reaching out, Tears of Bloodshed sometimes holds open
Bible studies at its practices.
The members are in the
process of recording a demo,
and promote their shows at
myspace.com/tearsofbl~d-

shed.
•: ·
The Web site boasts ~ut
300 hits a day, band memqer
Clay Hughes said. Its song ·~e
Burning" can also be heard on
the site.
·:
Tears of Bloodshed is trying
to prove that Christian muti(: is
not limited to gospeL
"Everything we do, we do
with Christ," the band's Web
site said. "We will not force our
beliefs upon you, but we wpn't
back down either. We feel this
is what God has called us to do
with our lives."
,~
Becky Paskievich can
reached at rebecca.paskievich@
murraystate.edu.
· • :t
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6 p.m., barrel rac-

ing and team roping, Expo Center,
free admission

Women's basketball
7 p.m., Murray
State vs. University
of Kentucky.
Regional Special
Events Center

John Mayer brings Continuum Tour to Murray State's RSEC~
Staft'Report
Music fans have a new reason to look
forward to February.
It isn't the chocolate or the roses associated with Valentine's Day - it's a per·
formance by John Mayer.
The Grammy-winning singer/song·

writer rclensed dntes and lo.cations
Tuesday for h[s upcoming tour. Murray
State's Regional Special Events Center
occupies the Feb. 16 slot.
The tour comes on the heels of Mayer's latest album, "Continuum," which
features the hit "Waiting on the World to
Change" as well as the follow-up single,
"Belief."

"It's a brand-new show," Mayer said
on johnmayer.com. "Even the old tunes
are new."
Rolling Stone gave "Continuum" four
stars and USA Today deemed Mayer's
work "smartly crafted."
The New York Times ranked the new
album among the artist's best.
"Mayer has been writing songs again,

good ones. with all the leanness and
directness that distinguishes his
strongest work," the reviewer said.
The album's debut topped music
charts with sales of 300,000.
_ •:
In addition to Murray, Mayer's Con~
tinuum Tour will include regional stops
in Memphis, Tenn., Knoxville, Tenn;
and Bloomington, Ill.

• Nov. 11
Volleyball
2 p.m.. Murray
State vs. Austin
Peay University,
Racer Arena
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•Nov. lZ
Faculty vocal
redtal

a:30 p.m., Performing Arts Hall, free
admission

Monday, Novtmbtr b,
7:00

Wrather

200b

Keynote Address: Dr. Roy Saigo, President, St. Cloud University

Auditorium

Tuesday, November 1,

200b

9:00-10:30 CC Barkley Cultural Diversity in World Civilizations & Cultures 101-102
Room
Dr. Chris Bierwirth, Taufiq Rashid, Dr. Bill Schell, Dr. Terry Strieter
12-l :30
cbeon

4--6

Small

Internationalization Summit U: Department Deans & Chairs Annual Lon-

Ballroom

Participation by Invitation Only

Room

Fizzy Drinks and Beer in School? - Kathy Trmmons
Media Reftectiom of a Gemdered Society in Eastern Europe:
Portrayals of Women in Print Media - Dr. Debbie Owens
The Development of National Parks in Germany • Dr. Tom Timmons
Wrather
Auditorium

Dr. Bonnie Higginson. Brittany Fentress

CC Barkley Amnesty lotemational

3:30-5

Room

Mason

7:00

Hart Coffee The Global Poetry Reading

Auditorium

Shop

Access to Health Services Around the World

Sponsored by the English Student Orgtmization
Any and all are invited to bring international poetry or story excerpts to
be read for an open mic portion of the event.

9:30-11

CC Theatre

Sudan: The Land & the People
Former U.S. Ambassador to Sudan T11110thy Carney
Journalist Victoria But/~r

4-5

CC Barkley
Room

The New Family Code in Morocco, Moudawana
Salwa Jorho, Said Miraman, Rihab Jalal, Sana Zbat

Monda~,
ll-12

CC Ohio Room Cultural Diversity: Strategies to Help Students Move Beyond Tolerance
Dr. Steve Jones and Dr. Peggy Pittman-Munke

9:30-2

CC Ballroom International Bazaar

well

1:30-2:30

CC Barkley International Media Session
China Daily: Its Struggle & Uncertain Prospects -7JJOnghai Zheng
Room
Diversity of Internet News Outlets in South Koru: Source & Frame Analyses
Dr. Dong Geun Lee, Chosun University, Sourh Korea

1:30..2:45

Room

Ri&bts & tqaJ Wiles
Article 36 of the Vaenna Con-notion on Consular Relations - Thomas Glover
Welcome, Foreign Students! Now get Out! · Mark Galloway,lnr. Student Adl:i·

sor
3:30-4

Barkley Room Medicine in Mexico · Jessica Moore

6:00

BB 404

Room

CC Barkley

4-5:30

Room

Film Excerpt & Panel Discussion
Dr. Fred Miller, Dr. Seid Hassan. Dr. Mike Basile, Dr. Ann Beck, Dr. Janice Mor·

Tnursda~,

November '1, 2oob

furt~ier

details and session abstracts rr to

An Introduction to Our Countries
Nikomil Mihaylov of Bulgaria, Oltg Kowun of Ukraine, Kairo Ofuchi of Japan
Khwankamon Phusima of Thailand, George Shtngelia of Georgia, UndiJ Farza of Tunisia

Studying Abroad: Shaping the Honors Education
Elizabeth Cawein, Jessica M{)()re, Eli Hooten, Stephanie Galla. Jason Hinson

•

How the US Military Prepares Soldiers for DealiDg with Non·American cultures
CPT Fred W. Bates, V, Department of Military Science
"
Thomtls Kirkland, Student, Veteran
Jamie Aleman, Student, Vetera11

1:30-2:00 Mississippi An overview of an lntemadonal Short Course in Mexico endtJed Seminar
Room
In lnternadonal Agriculture -Dr. Jay Morgan
2-4

9:30-10:30 Barkley Room International Music
Musical France • Arwen Gaddis
International Programming on WKMS Kate Lochre

for

·:·:

Faculty Advising: What's It Mean to International Students · Dr. Gina CU?J- •

November 14, 200b

12:30-1:30 CC Barkley

The International Cola Wars: How Products Conny Politics

..•

Barkley Room What Every Unlvmity Employee Needs to Know about latercultural COIIUIIUDicatioia
Dr. Sue Sroda and Dr.LAtricia Trites
Mississippi

3:30..5

Tuesda~,

gan

I

November 131 200b

12:30-1:30 Miss. Room

Mississippi

..

frtda9, November 10, 200b

Wednesday, November 8, 200b

2:30-3:30

Global Alumpi Distiqukbed Lecture Series
Tricia Cunningham, Director of Worldwide Communications for Texas
Instruments, 1986 MSU Alumni
• •
Theresa Shelby Knighton, Independent Systems Mgmt. Consultant, 1974 Alumn: :
0

The Use of Child Soldiers: A Global Issue • Katherine Gagel
Vwlence Against Women · Eden Dads
HIV/AIDS: Human Rights Approach- Megan Parks
Corporate Accountability: Share Power Campaign - Narhon Joco

6-8

Contrasts and Comparisons: lotemational v. U.S.A.
Nawwaf Almeheid, Saudi Arabia
Paul Sebayang, Indonesia
Rohtm Sirsat, India

Barkley Room Europe in Transition: Cbaoaes for Cbildrep. Womep & Parks

6:30

Mississippi Internationalization of Residential CoUeges

2:30-3:30

2:30-3:45 Mississippi
Room

c•ier~

CC Barkley Discoverin& Cblpa & ,Korea; Pmopal & Pmfes@ooal Perspective Of
MSU Faculty apd Staff
Teaching & Traveling in China· Dr. Terry Strieter
I

on

an~f

additions or

c&an~es

to t&e sc.;edule,

~1C'
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'.oil
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Prestige' captivates with plot twists, superb acting
compliments Jackman well as the
sinister villain. Bale's motives
remain concealed under his straightfaced performance.
Caine gives an amazing performance as Cutter. The veteran carries
the same charm anyone would
expect from him providing the audience with an innocent character
caught between two rivals he once
taught. Caine's acting drips with a
sense of responsibility for the film's
tragic story.
Musician David Bowie also makes
an appearance as the mysterious
Nikola Tesla. Although his screen
time equals less than ten minutes,
Bowie commands every scene he is

Review
Staff writer Phillip Dishon writes the
movie reviews.
• · Originality.
' Most fllms avoid taking the risk of
, offering viewers something they
haven't seen for fear of failing at the
box office.
Unlike the disappointing majority,
'"The Prestige" overflows with well.~ecuted creativity, resulting in a
phenomenal thriller packed with
shocking surprises and unexpected
tWists.
··.'Robert (Hugh Jackman) and
Alfred (Christian Bale) work togethas aspiring magicians with the
hopes of striking it big by finding the
perfect trick.
But, an accident during a performance ends their friendship and
ignites a heated rivalry.
Alfred's creation of"the transported man" illusion drives Robert to
uncover the secret of the trick. Cutt~r (Michael Caine), who assists
-!«>.b ert in his career as a magician,
'advises against Robert's obsession
'with Alfred's secret.
Ignoring his mentor's warnings,
,r
Rc:1bert travels the world in search
· fo~ the secret of "the transported
man," sacrificing his very humanity
in search of the truth.
' . Director Christopher Nolan first
made his impression on film with
,:'Memento" in 2000. Much like his
approach to crafting the story of
"Memento," Nolan makes the audience think during "The Prestige."
' • The director doesn't give viewers

in.

"er.

The visuals of the film also make
the movie truly amazing. Even
though the film is grounded in fiction, the sets perfectly reflect the
look and feel of the late 1800s.
Nolan's ftlm represents the magic
and wonder that all filmmakers
should aspire to create. Audiences
will be captivated and surprised
every second of this film because
"The Prestige" has put magic back
into cinema.
photo courtesy of Hollywood.com

~

cutter (Michael caine) engineers magic tricks for asplrlnQ magician Robert AnQier <Huoh Jackman) In Christopher Nolan's The Prestige.'
a linear plot, but instead lets the
audience discover the secrets and
twists of the movie through a series
of flashbacks and exposition.
At first this fashion of storytelling
becomes slightly overwhelming, but
once you get the facts the movie
enthralls with each new development and fact Much like a magician,
Nolan has crafted an illusion that

will keep the audience guessing until
the fmal frame. However, don't
expect a Shyamalan~like twist.
Nolan's conclusion is far more
sophisticated and unexpected.
This is the beauty of "The Prestige." Viewers get to unravel the
mystery themselves.
Speculation and guessing make
this movie a fun theatrical experi-

ence that will have viewers discussing it long after it ends.
The cast also provides an element
of excellence to the film that pushes
it far past mediocrity. Despite his
lack of adamantium claws, Jackman
delivers a powerhouse performance
as the tragic Robert, evoking everything from sympathy to unbridled
hatred. Bale's portrayal of Alfred

Zero frames: Save your cash
One frame: Catch it on TV if you're
bored
Two frames: Rent it
Three frames: Head to the box office
Four frames: Hello, Criterion Collection

This Week in Entertainment
::ssa
• Albums

11

• 1. Press Play
: Diddy
; :2. The Open Door
• Evanescence
, 3. The High Road
JoJo
· 4. FutureSex/LoveSounds
Justin Timberlake
5. Long Trip Alone
Dierks Bentley

• Box Office

• Songs

• DVDs

• Books

LSawlll

1. Money Maker
Ludacris featuring Pharrell
2. Smack That
Akon featuring Eminem
3. Ups of an Angel
Hinder
4.SexyBack
Justin Timberlake

1. Mission Impossible lll

1. For One More Day
Mitch Albom
2. The Colledol'S
David Baldacci
3. Act of Tr eason
Vince Flynn
4. Echo Park
Michael Connelly
S. Thirteen Moons
Charles Frazier

2. Flicka

3. Flags of Our Fathers
4 . Man of the Year

5. The Prestige

. ""

S. MyLove
Justin Timberlake featuring
T.I.

2. Nacho Ubre
3. Monster House
4. Over the H edge

S. The U ttle Mermaid Special Edition
t

I

1
Source: Billboard.com

Source: Cheri Theatres

Source: Billboard.com

.
v

•

Squimp says,
11
visit
the news .org''
..

Source: Bestbuy.com

• Web site

~

~====~~

Johnmayer.com

Fans can visit this site for
the latest updates on the
singer who will visit Murray in February. The site
also features an online
store that sells John Mayer
T-shirts, CDs. bats and
other merchandise. Users
can read the artist's blog,
and they cao also look up
dates and locations for his
Source: nytimes.com upcoming tour.

It only happens once ayear.. .

Ve.r a Bradley
Sale
November 10-12
Friday 10-5, Saturday 10-4, Sunday 1-5

20°/o off all Vera Bradley Products
including rolling luggage and
paper goods

Novem,ber 12
Holiday Open House
1-5 p.m.
20°/o off storewide
Bonus Card with every purchase
for another 20°/o off during Decem.ber
.. ._

Com,e see our beautiful
Christm,as Decorations
and enjoy great food and fun!

Vintage Rose Emporiun1
On A Personal Note Stationery
303 North 12th Street
Next to The Mane Event
www.vintagerose.com
759-2100

..

.•
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Program offers Spring Break
study abroad opportunities .
McCallon said the programs
also allow students within certain majors to visit locations of
great significance to their area of
study.
"The theater program will be
going to London because that's
the place to go as a theater,"
McCallon said. "The history program will have a chance to study
World War II and go to France."
The first spring break program
in 2006 consisted of 11 students
who traveled with Stephen Cobb,
professor and chair of engineering and physics, through the
engineering program.
Nick Hooten, junior from
Bruceton, Tenn., said the program was a great way to study
:tbroad with convenience.
"While I think it would be
more beneficial to spend an
entire semester abroad, when
you arc in a technical major that
requires eight very full semesters
of coursework, it can be hard to
study abroad for a whole semester," H'1otcn said. "Granted, you
don't get to become as immersed
in the culture as you would were
you to spend a whole semester
abroad. but you still get to expe-

Jim Barch
Staff writer

photo coune.~y of Cayce Grace

Cayce Grace, senior from Cadiz, Ky.. visited London's Tower Brldcje while studylno abroad durlnQ
Spring Break 2006. While there, she studied London's mechanical background.

Once a year, Murray State
gives students a week's hiatus
from school to let them go wherever they please. Now, they can
earn college credit at the same
time.
Murray State and the Cooperative Center for Study Abroad are
offering Spring Break programs
for the second time in 2007.
Melanie McCallon, study
abroad coordinator, said the programs offer a flexible alternative
for students who can't fit a whole
semester or summer overseas
into their sChedules.
"Spring break programs are
very catered to a student's area
of study," McCallon said. "Sometimes it's difficult for students
with certain majors to spend an
entire semester away from
school."
Unlike semester programs,
which offer entire courses
abroad, spring break programs
feature classes that are taken at
Murray State during the regular
semester and the week abroad.

MURRAY
CLASS I Fl El)S
Tr;wel with STS to this ynr's top 10
Spring Bre.P: destiNtions! Bftt M~
guarantefll! Hitthest ~ commissions.
Call 1·800·648.4849 or visit
~mtl· GrNI gr~ disrounb.

LARGEST RETAIL. clothing ston in the
Mld·South. Mrn, Women & ChiJ.
dren...Save up to 90%. All clean, organized by siu , Vintage to curm~t fash·
ions. The Answer 321 Main Street Benton, KY, 270-527-1078 Open 6 days
10·5

Going home

ror the holidayal

~.stan>ythoma1travel.com

BAHAMAS SPRING 8REAJ( CELEBRI·
TV CRUISE from $3391 lnrludt.t

Meals, Taxes, Exclusive Parties w/MTV
~Jtobritles. Cancun, Acapulco, Nasuu, Jamaica From $599! ~anama Crty
&Daytona from $16CJI Organil'!-' a

,-oup
and travel FREE! Call sn..dMICIty.com/SpringBrt'.P:Travt'l.com at
1.888.SPRINGBREAK

or

www.StuMntCrty.com

Place your
message in
The Murray

State News
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Create and solve rour

Sodoku PUZZles for FRE~.

PRiiESUDbKU~;~

The Sudoku Source ot "The Mu,ray Smte News·
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Jim Burch can be reached at
james.burch@murraystate.edu.

To play: Complete the grid so that fN9fY
row, column and fN8fY 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9. There is no guessing
or math involved, just use logic to solve.

•

SUDOKU

rience a different cultural perspective and learn first-hand
about another place."
Other students apply their
experiences to an aspired career.
Cayce Grace, senior from
Cadiz, Ky., used her experience
to earn an international career
with Briggs and Stratton. Grace
said her group bad the opportunity to see the mechanical backgrou.nd of several parts of London while she was overseas.
"Studying abroad with the program helped me get the job (1
have now) and gave me confidence to travel for my career .and
feel comfortable with where I'm
going," Grace said.
The spring break program bas
expanded for 2007 and now
offers courses with the theater,
history and accounting departments.
McCallon said she expects 20
or 30 students to participate in
2007.
More information for studying
abroad over spring break can be
found at murraystate.edu/studyabroad.
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Murray State fencing club spars for student attention
Becky Paskievich
Staff writer
Although Halloween had passed
the previous evening. a collection of
masked figures congregated in front
of Elizabeth College Wednesday
night.
They weren't tardy trick-ortreaters, but members of the Murray
State Fencing Club. As students
hustled to class and Winslow Din~
ing Hall, the fencers, clad in cream·
colored uniforms and sturdy protec·
tive gear, danced and dodged to the
sound of scrapping metal swords.
The fencing club has been around
since the 1970s, said member Andy
Spalding, senior from Louisville, Ky.
In fact, because of lack of funds,
much of the equipment the club
uses was also used in the 70s, he
said.
Spalding said he was always inter·
ested in sword fighting and, like
many on the team, had a back·
ground in martial arts.
Fencing, performed without any
intention to cause harm, has components of martial .arts in regard to

feif Shnker!The Nf'WS

Jessica Simpson, sophomore from Louisville, Ky. duels with a fellow Murray State fenclnc;~
club member In front of Elizabeth CoiJeoe Wednesday.
controlling your body.
. Although fencing might be com~
monly associated with images of
Zorro or medieval men swinging
from balconies, Spalding said fencing club matches are less Hollywood.
"(Sword fighting in movies is)
more for looks and we're for getting
the job done," Spalding said. .

•

I

The members said fencing is a
physically taxing sport.
"Even if you're in good shape
you'll still be hurting because (fencing) works parts of the body that
you don't normally move," Spalding
said.
Since becoming a fencer, Spalding
has Improved his hanct-eye coordl·
nation. control, technique and foot-

work.
"You don't have to be the
strongest person to be a good
fencer," Spalding said. "It is defi·
nitely more technique than
strength."
There are three types of weapons
used - a foil, epee and a saber. The
fencer wears a protective jacket that
has target areas built in. When the
sword jabs a particular area a
machine on the wall counts the
points.
Jessica Simpson, sophomore from
Louisville, Ky., joined the fencing
club during the fust week of her
freshman year and, like Spalding,
said it's a skill-oriented sport.
"You have to be dedicated to be
any good at it," Simpson said. "rm
smaller so my reach is aborter and I
have to work harder. It's all about
self-control"
Simpson saw the club at the activities fair and figured she'd try it out.
"I think everyone bas an inner
desire to pick up a sword and play
with it," she said. "Fencing is an
opportunity for people to do that
end 'lldmdty lmow What they're
doing."

The co--ed team practices twice
weekly in the Carr Health building
and also fences outside every once
in a while to change things up and
bring attention to the group. ·
Spalding said recently the interest
in the club has jumped significantly.
The fust meeting bad 40 people, but
because of various conflicts, the
club now bas 16 members.
The team members mostly match
up with each other, but they do
sometimes travel to other colleges,
such as Ole Miss, to participate in
tournaments.
At 6 p.m. Thursday, the Fencing
Club is hosting the MSU Open in
Carr Health. The tournament is
open to any student interested in
the sport, and will consist of several
matches.
The club will also have an inter·
est meeting during the first full
week of classes next semester.
Students worried about getting
banged up and bruised are remind~
ed that injury is not the goal.
Said Jessica Simpson: "People
who are good never leave marks."
8ftolry~ cern be reached at

rebecca.paskievich@mu"aystate.edu.
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State Construction and Renovation
Funds approved as Budget Line Items in
the 2005 Legislative Session
$63,791 ,800
Murray State Construction and Renovation
Funds approved as Budget Line Items in
the 2006 Legislative Session
$57,077,000
Total:

$120,868,800

The largest appropriations for renovation
and new construction in the history of

MURRAY STATE

RE-ELECT MELVIN HENLEY
STATE REPRESENTATIVE ON NOVEMBER 7
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